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In response to the pressing need to re-constitute the ways we live with non-humans, more-than-human

geography’s distinctive contribution has been to describe an ethics based not on ‘certain subjects’ but on the

relational entanglement of life: to show that ‘we’ are connected and thus invited to care. This paper aims to

suggest, however, that this relational diagnostic obscures as much as it reveals, and that detachment, as much as

relation, provides an everyday ethic that can accommodate more-than-human difference. I do this by analysing

how life is stuck together and pulled apart in the British domestic garden, drawing on life history interviews and

‘show me your garden’ walking tours with experienced gardeners. The article is aligned with a widening bestiary

of companion species in geography, and considers the appearances and disappearances of a domestic monster:

the slug. Therefore in contrast to existing literature the paper explores gardening’s darker aspects. First,

I describe how slugs and gardeners are ‘sticky’: joined together by shared histories, curiosity and disgust. The

paper then shifts to examine how gardeners practice detachment: distancing themselves from the act of killing

slugs but yet avowing the violence of their actions; acknowledging the limits of their capacities to bend space to

their will and imagination; recognising the vulnerability of slugs, and being transformed by that recognition. The

analysis shows first, that the emphasis on gathering together and relationality obscures what lies outside

relations, and second how detachment emerges not as the negation, but as an enabling constituent of more-

than-human ethics. In conclusion the paper argues for looser mappings of relationality and ethics that attend

more fully to the distance between species.
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Introduction

Slugs dwell in close proximity to most humans in the

British Isles, feasting on paper in recycling bins in the

morning and dining on lettuces by moonlight. Slugs are,

we might say, writers of domestic landscapes, leaving

trails of mucus on carpet and stone; readers, too,

following the marks laid down by their kin in search of

food, sex and shelter. The slug is, however, not a

particularly attractive companion animal. The slug’s

body is ‘long, creeping’ and ‘has over it a buckler made

of flesh’ – the mantle, an evolutionary remainder of its

shell (Barbut 1788, 28). They are disgusting to most:

too inscrutable to elicit much empathy. In Britain, it is

in the domestic garden, or yard, that the slimy

choreography of slugs and humans is at its most

intimate. If the garden is about summoning certain

forms of life and helping them flourish, then the slug

contests that process: by eating plants, yes, but also by

its ever-present threat – lurking, ready to unsettle any

feeling of security or achievement. Slugs, like other

often uncomfortable companions such as microbes

(Hird 2010 1), bees (Bingham 2006), genetically engi-

neered mosquitos (Beisel and Bo€ete 2013), cougars

(Collard 2012) or pest dogs (Srinivasan 2013), test our

resolve to live ‘convivially’ with non-humans (Hinchliffe

2007). Yet live we must, for the lives of humans and

slugs are stuck together.

In a time of anthropogenic, geological-scale shifts

and mass extinction, learning to live less destructively

and more ethically with non-human others is clearly a

pressing task. This challenge has long been considered

by geographers, most recently through the lively sub-

discipline of ‘more-than-human geographies’, but is

also a growing concern across feminist, literary and

historical scholarship.1 Aligned to this movement, I

hold that as well as a menu of sound policy, critical

research and political transformation, we need to

attend to the ambiguities and ambivalences of living

with non-humans close by and in familiar settings, and

in ways that are not necessarily harmonious or without

conflict. This paper is therefore concerned with ethics
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that ‘stick close to the action’, for it is amid the

practices of ‘living with’ that accountability, caring for

and responsibility come to matter (Haraway 2008). This

way of thinking about ethics as partial, particular and

rooted in bodies and relations has become popular for

several reasons. These include the wider scholarly re-

orientation from a horizon of human–social–text to one

of body–relation–practice, as well the way that prolif-

erating environmental crises seem to cry out for new

ways to imagine our relations to the earth. The paper

therefore follows recent feminist work that argues for a

focus on the ethical everyday doing of life, rather than

ethics as an abstract code, and to look hopefully

towards these processes rather than grand critique

(Gibson-Graham 2011). This paper looks to distil wider

lessons about multi-species co-habitation from domes-

tic garden practices, and to reconsider the relationship

between matter and ethics.

Gardening is, as many commentators have noted,

perhaps the most common practice of collaboration

between human and non-human. Historically, many

authors, including Merchant (2003), Plumwood (2002)

and Pollan (2002), have written approvingly of how its

cultivating ethos might teach us to care for other

species. This cultivating ethos involves experimenting

with procedures and dispositions that allow ‘us’ to

collaborate with others (Hinchliffe 2007). Gardening is

an exemplar of what Latour calls ‘composition’ (2004

2010 2013). Composition is the work of building a

common world, or the ‘continuity of all agents in time

and space’, and must be achieved ‘slowly and progres-

sively … from disjointed pieces’ (2010, 484–5). It is,

simply put, how things come to stick together. Latour,

and others, have long argued that agents and materials

are never distributed in time and space according to

pre-given law or their properties, or the authorities of

Modernism, such as Nature or Science; rather they

emerge through patterns of repetition and difference

that are relatively specific to their spatial and temporal

context. In this the composers are certainly not all

human, nor are they even empowered or equally

interested in the composing. Composition is an attempt

to reconcile the ontological, epistemological and eth-

ical: composition is about mutual response and ‘worldly

re-configurings’ in which ‘questions of ethics and justice

are always already threaded through the very fabric of

the world’ (Barad 2012, 55–69). Thus ethical commu-

nities are made at the same time as objects and subjects

are brought into material relation: and this can be done

well or it can be done badly (Gibson-Graham 2011).

Crucially, this work is speculative: there are no ‘assured

outcomes’ for any of the players (Haraway 2008).2

This paper’s overall aim, then, is to explore how the

garden offers potential as a crucible to nurture a ‘wiser

relation’ between humans and the earth (Stenner et al.

2012, 1725), not because it offers a utopic blueprint,

but rather it is a practical experiment in composing that

requires its practitioners to learn to live (and die) well

together without the promise of harmony, or safe

endings for any of those involved in the composing.

In considering this I wish to challenge two ingrained

tendencies that remain in more-than-human geogra-

phy. First, I wish to expand our geographies to

encompass uncomfortable and unloved non-human

others, to examine creatures that are not, as Hird

(2009, 21) put, it ‘big like us’. Despite a rich engage-

ment with the animal, only recently have ‘creatures’

radically different to us come to the fore, such as those

birthed in the laboratory, an octopus, or microbial mats

to name a few (Bear 2011; Davies 2012; Dixon et al.

2012). The beast in question here is a ‘domestic

monster’ and subject of a very different life world: no

sense of hearing, rudimentary sight, sophisticated

olfactory organs. The slug is more irritating than

threatening. As the Daily Mail inveighs: ‘Slow, appar-

ently stupid, cold-blooded, horrible to look at, worse to

touch and all that before you even begin to consider

their appetite and capacity for horticultural destruc-

tion’ (19 June 2008, 15). The aim of growing geogra-

phy’s bestiary is not merely empirical extension,

however. If one question of more-than-human ethics

is the extent to which suffering (Haraway 2008),

encounter (Bennett 2010), aesthetics (Yusoff 2011) or

vulnerability (Butler 2004) represent channels along

which ethical recognition can flow, then the monstrous

also represents a powerful vector of ethical relating

(Dixon 2009). Of course, extending our horizons to the

unloved, the invisible and the monstrous presents an

ethical challenge because it is usually difficult to

practice empathy with such creatures, just as it is tricky

to integrate them into residually humanist notions of

personhood (Davies 2003; Dixon and Ruddick 2011).

Second, I want to question the ethics that flow from

an underlying model of the ‘relational’. If we accept

that matter and ethics are imperfectly fused, any new

‘ethic’ of the more-than-human requires an ontology of

nature. But even as the relational diagnostic has

brought specific forms of recognition, co-habitation

and care into view, it has also – as a growing number of

authors point out – tended to ignore the non-relational,

what may not be vital, and what may precede or be

obscured by existing relations (Harrison 2007; Morton

2010; Wylie 2009; Yusoff 2013). In other words, a focus

on connectivity, vitality and belonging obscures as

much as it reveals. Any practice of relation has a

constitutive violence – it is also an exclusion, an act of

prioritising one possible connection over another, and

to ensure it lasts, it may involve the subjugation or

death of outside others (Barad 2012). This may seem

like a technical point, but it has far-reaching implica-

tions for how more-than-human geography has tended

to think about ethics as flowing from relations. This
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paper thus moves away from the assumption that an

ontology of relation and vitality can provide a route to a

full more-than-human ethic. Greater attention, I argue,

should be paid to practices of detachment in more-

than-human compositions.

‘Detachment’ comes in many flavours. Perhaps its

dominant meaning is the disinterested objectivity that

came to be seen as the hallmark of science from the

nineteenth century onwards (Daston and Galison

2007). Similarly, the emotional and affective detach-

ment implied by rationality is often blamed for envi-

ronmental disenchantment (Plumwood 2002).

Detachment is usually seen as a state before or after

engagement and connection. However, even if it is

antecedent to or ‘beyond’ the relation, detachment is

still constitutive of relation as a necessary outside

(Yusoff 2013). I here employ a definition of detach-

ment as denoting a range of dispositions in which life is

not drawn together, but pulled apart. The aim is to

make some space within the concept of ‘relationship’, to

acknowledge the broad spectrum that lies between complete

lack of connection and actual ‘intersubjectivity’ on the other

hand. (Candea 2010, 244)

I therefore ask what kind of ethics can emerge when

we do not encounter beings, when ‘we’ are not sticky

together, but are ‘unstuck’ when we attempt to antic-

ipate their movements, detach ourselves from them and

erase them before we ever meet.

I begin by outlining the empirical work on which this

article draws. The subsequent two sections describe the

way gardeners and slugs become sticky through shared

histories, disgust and curiosity. The final section turns

to three ways gardeners and slugs become ‘unstuck’ in

both prosaic and profound ways. The conclusion

reflects on wider lessons for geography about matter

and ethics, and the prospects for living with the non-

human.

Composing life in the garden

In what follows I draw on research with 42 experienced

gardeners in 2009 and 2010 as well as broader archival

and desk-based study of Britain’s changing gardening

(nature)culture. Participants were aged between 40 and

94, from a variety of backgrounds broadly representa-

tive of the class, gender and ethnic diversity of

London’s gardeners, and lived in inner and outer

London suburbs. They were recruited through garden-

ing organisations and networks. Their gardening styles

ranged from the expansive and formal to the small and

wildlife-friendly. While 63 per cent of British adults

over the age of 45 regularly garden, the participants

represent the 20 per cent of the British population who

see themselves as ‘serious’ gardeners: those who devote

large amounts of time to tending their plants, rather

than treating their gardens as merely an ‘outside room’

(Mintel 2006; Office for National Statistics 2011).

There are of course many other forms of gardening,

from rooftop or window-box gardens, to radical guer-

rilla and community gardening, which tend to overt

about their socially transformative intentions (McKay

2011). Here, however, I address a committed group

who occupy the often overlooked suburban expanses of

British cities, but for whom gardening is important. We

must note, therefore, that this article analyses a

relatively privileged set of human/non-human interac-

tions placed in a history of the reproduction of social

distinction, but which nonetheless is sufficiently wide-

spread to merit attention (Taylor 2008).

Each research encounter involved, first, life-history

interviews in which people narrated their experiences

of gardening in whatever format seemed appropriate to

them. This included a variety of memory work, from

excavating photographs from personal archives, to

reminiscence, to describing past gardens (Ginn 2013;

Riley and Harvey 2007). Second, I asked participants to

‘show me your garden’. In this part of the research,

gardeners demonstrated their practices, described the

rhythms of gardening, their visions of past and future

spaces, the lives and deaths of particular plants. This

adapted the ‘show us your home’ method (Jacobs et al.

2008), Blunt’s (2008) ‘house biographies’ and the

‘walking interview’ used by other geographers to

capture the vitality of non-humans (Waitt et al. 2008).

In this research, I was interested in how multiple

temporalities interact with practice and presence in the

garden; in essence, the research focused on narrated

moments and processes of ‘becoming’ (DeLanda 2006).

The research therefore gives weight to narrative and

biography as ontological forces, rather than ‘mere’

representation, reflecting a desire to go beyond the

‘romance of matter’ (Braun 2008).

Research encounters were loosely structured and

pests were not initially a focus. However, as one

interviewee put it, slugs are ‘actually the perfect subject

to talk about, because everybody has slugs and tries to

kill them’. Indeed, given the amount of time, effort and

anxiety precipitated by the action and potential action

of pests, it is strange that the literature on domestic

gardening cultures has so little to say about such

creatures. Gardens were scattered with the material

evidence of slug defences, from companion planting, to

protective containers, to pellets; through the research I

became more adept at reading these traces (cf.

Hinchliffe 2008). The slug slid into view as the research

unfolded; this paper is my response to their arrival, and

it concerns relationships (and the spaces in between

relationships) through which the garden is composed,

rather than focusing exclusively on the animal.

There is now a body of work describing how

domestic gardens entangle bodies and landscape.
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Building on earlier research by Hitchings (2003) and

Power (2005), Bhatti et al. (2009) have explored the

material pleasures of gardening and noted that the

garden landscape ‘reverberates’: it is full of encounters

that move us. This can be in a nostalgic register, as

certain plants prompt memories of absent others (Ginn

2013), or it can be what they elsewhere identify as a

‘naturalistic’ or ‘being with nature’ mode, where

habitual garden work is a ‘mixing with the earth’

(Stenner et al. 2012). Gardening requires various cor-

poreal, emotional and physical investments (Hinchliffe

et al. 2005), but at heart demands a strong empirical

commitment to learning to ‘intimately sense’ plants as

active beings that behave more or less according to the

gardeners’ desires (Head and Atchison 2009). To quote

Elsa, a participant from Hackney:

You put something in one place and then either then you

like it or you don’t like it; you feel there’s something not

quite right so you put it somewhere else and then suddenly –

you’ve got the combination of plants in particular places

which is pleasing and then you sort of relax. I don’t know

why. It’s a visual thing; it’s an emotional thing as well, you

just feel it’s right now, you just leave it alone and then when

things grow differently or faster, you feel the need to re-

arrange it, to give you that feeling of harmony or pleasing

you. (Elsa)

Elsa chooses plants for particular significance or

curiosity, rather than their contribution to an overall

plan. Her garden mixes elements of crazy paving with

scavenged pottery; bamboo and an olive tree evoke

past lives in the Mediterranean. As Elsa says, achieving

a ‘pleasing’ combination of plants requires anticipating

how things might grow; faster, slower or in different

ways. This shows gardening as an anticipatory practice

in which the future has palpable force, as the gardener

works through their desires to bring certain beings and

a sense of place into presence. This process can be

‘characterized as much by nervous anxiety as a contin-

ual refreshing of yearning’ (Adams et al. 2009, 247). It

is this constant dance between anticipation and arrival

on one hand and the unpredictability of plants on the

other that means that ethics proceeds on an always

uncertain terrain.3

If gardening is a skill and practice that composes a

common world, then, as the introduction outlined, the

composition of this world is brought about by things

becoming stuck together, but also through the exclusion

of certain beings that opens gaps ‘between relation’

(Harrison 2007). To compose a common world, the

gardener must, as feminist garden writer Vita Sackville-

West put it, be ‘brutal, and imaginative for the future’ –

weeding, uprooting, killing (1955, 55). In the following

sections I turn to the multiple roles played by slugs in

the garden, beginning with the way they are encoun-

tered by gardeners, before turning to examine ways in

which the garden becomes not a site produced through

beings coming together, but rather being pulled apart

and detached from each other. Before this, however, it

is important to situate these points in the history of the

domestic garden in Britain.

Slugs and the British domestic garden

In his Snails and man in Britain, gastropod expert

Michael Kerney (1966) concluded that since land

mollusc population densities were greatest in disturbed

landscapes like pasture and arable land, the success of

snails and slugs in post-glacial Britain was due to the

spread of human settlement. He also noted that, more

recently, the great inter-war expansion of suburbia in

Britain offered a new niche for slugs. Four million

suburban homes were built across England between the

two World Wars, almost every one with outside space

for a garden (Whitehand and Carr 2001). Gardening

was to offer productive leisure to new suburbanites, of

all classes, and in the 1930s gardening became a mass

leisure pursuit in Britain (Constantine 1981). However,

all this new domestic green space led to what the Royal

Horticultural Society called a ‘leaven of pestiferous-

ness’ [sic], as pests like slugs began to multiply in their

new territories (Keeble 1939, 289). Since slug behav-

iour tends to be limited by their need to avoid

desiccation and predation, a suburban garden offers

an ideal habitat: shelter from predators, damp soil

through winter, plenty of food (South 1992). In

particular, suburban expansion benefitted three species

of slug (Arion hortensis, Deroceras retoculatum, Tando-

nia budapestensis), while what was commonly known as

the black field slug was renamed the garden slug. In a

wet British spring, slug numbers can top 15 billion, and

the average suburban garden can be home to 200 slugs,

each of which can munch through 800 grams of plant

material a year (Ford 2003).

Gardening experts in the first half of the twentieth

century advocated a no-nonsense approach to pest

control. Mr Middleton (1886–1945), Britain’s first

gardening celebrity, advised spraying tomatoes with

‘extreme prejudice’ at the first sign of greenfly; slugs

were to be doused in a dilution of arsenic; daisies taken

care of with a drop of sulphuric acid; greenhouses were

to be fumigated yearly with sulphur (Middleton 1936).

As the century progressed, Britain grew its own version

of what Robbins (2007) called the ‘chemical–lawn–

good life complex’. This complex, in which giant

chemical companies, middle-class suburban home-

owners, grasses, weeds and pests were bound together,

worked to create gardens that were ‘sterile, monocul-

tural, soaked in poison’ (Robbins 2007, 138). In Britain,

if the lawn aesthetic was never quite so widespread nor

so chemical-hungry as in North America, retailers still

peddled a vast array of new chemical products, each

tailored to a specific pest or time of year (Brown 1999).
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‘Prevention is better than cure’ was the motto of

chemical company Pan Britannic, and the use of

metaldehyde as a molluscicide, discovered by accident

in 1936 by French farmers, became widespread (Pes-

ticides Action Network 2001). By 1960, two new slug

species had colonised British greenhouses (Lehmania

poirieri and Limax nyctelius), arriving on plants

imported from the Netherlands (Quick 1960). The

buggy threat was therefore not just a perennial drag on

growing aesthetically pleasing flowers or useful vegeta-

bles, but also tied to the expansion of the chemicals

industry and the incipient commercialisation of the

garden sector.

Since the 1980s, gardening in the UK has undergone

another profound shift. Bhatti and Church (2001) set

this within the rise in home ownership and aspirational

culture, such that for the majority of home owners the

garden has become an ‘outside room’. At the same

time, planning policy has more or less abandoned the

quaint notion that every home owner should also be an

enthusiastic gardener. The figure of the gardener has

apparently moved towards a preoccupation with life-

style (Horticultural Trades Association 2013). Hitch-

ings (2007) has observed the behaviours of ‘lifestyle

gardeners’ in the garden centre. They were made

uneasy by a row of clematis that was growing upwards

into a tangled mass – was it one plant, two, several,

what exactly were they buying and could they look after

it? Most shoppers preferred to compare the colour of

pots or chairs than confront the plants. Hitchings’ work

shows that certain kinds of gardener may be more

comfortable with dead commodities than living beings.

In London, moreover, a significant area of domestic

garden space has turned from ‘green to grey’: vegeta-

tion cover in private domestic space decreased by 12

per cent between 1998 and 2008, a loss equivalent to

two and a half times the size of Hyde Park every year

(London Wildlife Trust 2011). These trends have

implications for the prospects of creatures like slugs.

Other authors, by contrast, have emphasised that

garden practices are rather durable, and that any

wholesale shift to a ‘lifestyle garden’ nation is over-

stated. Class and gender distinctions continue to be

made, marked and re-made by gardens (Taylor 2008),

seasonal labour and the fleeting enchantments of plants

and flowers continue to be enjoyed (Bhatti et al. 2009).

In short, much as the vernacular culture and rhythms of

British allotments evolve slowly (Crouch 2003), the

core appeals of gardening, as a dance between life and

death, remain a key consideration for mainstream

gardening culture (O’Brien 2010). Indeed, since the

financial crisis the excesses of ‘lifestyle gardening’ have

become more obvious, and trends have shifted once

more back to more ‘earthy’ gardening (Ginn 2012a).

What of the slug’s current garden niche? As part of

the shifts in gardening over the last 25 years, gardeners

have had an ethical makeover: the evils of chemicals

are now known so that people are supposed to be more

careful, targeted and thoughtful in how they use them

(O’Brien 2010). The flavour of this shift is captured by

garden celebrity Alan Titchmarsh, who wrote that while

there was a time when gardening experts, faced with

inquiries about controlling pests and diseases, could simply

quote a chemical, secure in the knowledge that a swift splash

of poison would put paid to anything that moved [now] all

that has changed, and most gardeners, if they are not

actively green, do at least feel a pricking of conscience

whenever they reach for a sprayer. (Daily Mail 26 February

1994, 42)

Indeed, the putatively benign gardener now has a

huge array of natural or organic coping strategies:

copper rings, copper salts, coffee grounds, sharp edges,

nematodes, beer traps, frog houses, eco-friendly pellets

or hedgehogs. Gardening handbooks are likely to

relegate chemicals to an optional extra. The garden

has shifted from being a space of autarchic control and

chemical command to one of personalised experiment.

Despite this, paradoxically, sales of chemicals remain

steady at around 10 per cent of the gardening market’s

turnover (Mintel 2006), and in one UK-wide survey 53

per cent of respondents admitted to using chemical

fertilisers and pesticides (Loram et al. 2007). Of course,

regardless of the quantities of metaldehyde, or how

zealous the gardener may be in salting slugs, a wet

spring can bring a ‘slime wave’ to the gardens of

Britain: slug ecology remains contingent on factors

outside human control (Bayer 2005). Whether garden-

ers desire it or not, they are tied to slugs, stuck together

through their shared history and their shared habitat in

ways neither can fully control. The slug is no longer, if

ever it was, a natural ‘matter of fact’: they are creatures

sticky with domestic histories, poisons of the chemical

industry and myths of environmental progress.

Encountering slugs

Annette’s garden in southeast London is a picture in

good taste. But approaching the compost bin in the

early spring drizzle she warned me what lay within:

slugs sliming gently in the warm, dark earth.

Oh, murder they are. Well we’ve had in the compost bin, and

nowhere else, slugs this long [15 cm] and that thick [two cm].

When you try to pull them off anything, their slime is so bad

it sticks to your fingers and you can’t even get it off with soap

and water. They’re incredible. I don’t know how they know

about the compost bin, but they do. (Annette)

And there they were, chomping quietly in their dank

world. We put the lid back and walked on. Slugs are

unwelcome in Annette’s garden. Touching them is

physically unpleasant – the slime sticks to her fingers.

Encounters with slugs are not enchanting, but suffused
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with disgust. This section analyses what happens when

the slug and the gardener meet. The purpose is to show

how each becomes sticky together amidst the emergent

forms of life and the organisation of space in the

garden, decentring the human as a sovereign power in

the garden. It also begins to consider what happens

next – once relational stickiness is noted, once garden-

ers have learnt to be affected by slugs, what ethical

practices emerge? This sets up subsequent sections that

examine forms of detachment.

Sigi is a recent convert to gardening who lives in

North London. She showed me sketched plans for her

garden made when she moved in years earlier. Of

course none of these had been inscribed on the

landscape, they were more a kind of dreaming, now

archived in her living room. Her plans were rudely

interrupted in any case:

I planted my own runner beans. I grew them from little

beans, loved and cared for them up here in the flat, they

were really big – I was very happy. Then I go in the evening

and the runner bean was covered in slugs; it was a tree of

slugs, it was the most disgusting thing I’ve ever seen. (Sigi)

Meanwhile, in a similar vein Eldridge talked about

hordes of slugs:

I get a lot of slug, a lot. Slugs, awwh, they just multiply at

night. During the day you pick can them up, put them in a

bag, it’s not very nice – slimy, you know, my daughter thinks

it’s disgusting – and take them to down there, just by the

park or something and dump them there but they’re just

everywhere, just cannot seem to get rid of them. They’re

terrible [laughs]. (Eldridge)

Eldridge’s disgust here seems oriented towards the

slug as a multiple, indefatigable menace that ‘just

multiplies’ at night, unseen, out there. Davies (2012)

has pointed out that is the sexual prodigiousness of

mice that makes them so adaptively successful and such

suitable lab animals, as well as fodder for swarming

nightmares. Similarly, Raffles’ exploration of the lives

of people at the extremes of fascination with insects,

highlighted ‘the nightmare of fecundity and the night-

mare of the multitude’ (2011, 202). These authors

suggest that powers of proliferation are an important

element of monstrosity. Here, however, we can see that

for Eldridge, despite its reproductive prowess, the slug

is an accepted part of domestic space, a companion that

can be laughable as well as revolting.4

Work in environmental psychology suggests further

reasons why bugs often prompt disgust: they have their

own inscrutable ways of being; they have little aesthetic

charm; they are monstrously different in body form and

shape – no face, no hands, no points of similarity with

mammals (Lorimer 2007). Yet, the monster is not

simply something to be avoided or cast out, but is also a

lure – it draws us in and attracts our attention (Morton

2010). Annette shows more than disgust when she

describes large individual specimens as ‘incredible’

(indeed, Arion ater can grow up to 30 cm long). Note

how she is curious about how the slugs manage to

congregate in her compost bin. Slugs have highly

developed olfactory senses: they can move directly to

odorous foods, like compost bins, from several metres

away, and read slime trails to distinguish between

fellow slug species and other slugs’ direction of travel.

They also exhibit ‘homing’ behaviours, often returning

to the same hole in the ground at the end of a night’s

foraging (Brooks 2013). In common with the some

110 000 species of mollusc, slugs have no sense of

sound but are highly attuned to vibration (Vermeij

2010). Gardeners told me they were sure some slugs

curled into defensive balls when they sensed their

approach. Others showed me where slugs and snails

‘abseiled’ a foot or more on cords of mucus. A few were

avid fans of the sex lives of Limax maximus – when a

pair mates they wrap themselves together and hang

suspended in the air by a thick thread, sometimes for

hours. Annette, Sigi, Eldridge and other gardeners

learn to read slime trails, to anticipate how slugs might

react to humidity or rain, to distinguish between the

scavenging critters and more destructive species, to

become familiar with their breeding grounds and hidey-

holes. This process of learning about the slug marks the

beginning of an ethics of living with.

Where do encounters, thick with intensities of

disgust and curiosity, take these gardeners? An every-

day more-than-human ethics suggests that a re-distrib-

uted sense of ethical and good and political possibility

emerges from encounters between species, in a model

of ‘contagion’ (Yusoff 2013). As Smith puts it, ‘a regard

for and an infinite responsibility towards Others that

emerges through our face-to-face encounter with these

(differently) human others’ (2011, 164). The particular

ethical force of these encounters comes from the ‘sense

that “we” are always mixed up with “it” and that “it”

shares some of the agency we officially ascribe to

ourselves’ (Bennett 2001, 99).5 The point of contagion,

then, is that it works through a generous awareness of

co-constitution, and realising that ‘I’ am always given

over to the other. This is ‘generous’ because it is about

a kind of thinking that thinks of the absence of a quality

as ‘something other than a privation’ (Derrida 2002,

416). Thus inter-species meetings – even the ‘disgust-

ing’ ones – promise to change our sense of the possible

and the good. Such is one central claim of more-than-

human ethics. But do the encounters of Annette, Elsa,

Sigi and Eldridge and others point to a contagious

encounter in which the slug’s appearance shakes their

sense of the ‘good’? The following sections suggest not,

and that there is much more going on.

Having established that the gardener and slug are

sticky with shared histories in the previous section, this

section has outlined the role of disgust and curiosity in
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drawing them together. The paper now turns to its next

aim, which is to explore how the slug and gardener

become ‘unstuck’ through a range of detachments.

Detachment: three manoeuvres

Within the wider current of interest in biopolitics,

Haraway (2008) placed killing as a central concern for

thinking about the production and government of life.

Her persuasive argument is that a grounded ethic that

involves regard, curiosity and benevolence when spe-

cies meet does not exclude or denounce death per se.

Rather, it rejects that some creatures are ‘killable’ by

virtue of the circumstances into which they are birthed.

Instead, she argues we should aim to ‘kill well’, which

requires meeting the ethical injunctions to be curious

and to hold in mutual regard. Arguably, the ways her

ideas have been taken up have obscured other forms of

exclusion such as distancing, spacing, hiding or retreat-

ing. This section considers the ways that ‘detachment’

can be ethical. This unfolds in three stages: first, by

exploring both gardeners’ killing and their reluctance to

kill; second, the way that gardeners create spaces

around hoped-for-absence rather than relation; finally,

by suggesting that the inevitability of detachment, not

the fact of our being related, is a grounds for ethics.

The aim here is to open up ‘the relation’, which – far

from being the ‘smallest unit of analysis’ (Haraway

2003, 20) – is animated by a set of dynamic forces that

cleave creatures both together and apart.

Distancing from despatch
Most gardeners readily admit to killing slugs, describing

them factually and simply as pests. ‘Slugs and snails

[laughs], greenfly, earwigs: all the standard things’ said

Sarah; ‘They’re out there, they eat things, which is

annoying’, Eunice. ‘Well you’ll always get those’, Brad

told me before concluding that ‘they are a problem, but

there you go’. Sarah’s first memory of gardening as a

small child was asking for salt to sprinkle on slugs. Now,

she goes ‘around at dusk on a warm evening with a little

pot of salt water and collect them and drop them in. It

keeps the numbers down; if I didn’t, there was one year

when I didn’t do it at all because I was busy elsewhere,

and it was very noticeable that the numbers increased

very substantially’. Annie, meanwhile, goes out at night

with a torch and bucket and has ‘a little collect and

dispatch … I just dispose of them in water with salt,

then they disappear’. ‘Slugs’, Sheila told me, ‘well, we

[gardeners] just hate them’. Statements about pests were

often short and dismissive. Initially, this might suggest

that slugs were deemed killable; further enquiry,

however, contradicted this surface appearance.

Most gardeners, as we walked their garden, exhib-

ited a more nuanced approach. Here for instance is

Linda, who dislikes treading on slugs or snails, but

doesn’t mind picking them up (with gloves) and

despatching them down the toilet.

I know one day I found 60 [laughs]. And I’m afraid I don’t

do anything terribly, what’s the word, ‘good’, with them; I

put them down the toilet usually. We’ve got an outside loo

there, so we, I find that’s the easiest way. I can’t tread on

them.

Note the sense of the impossibility of encountering a

slug properly – she finds 60 in one day – pointing to the

way that the slugs’ sheer power of proliferation negates

any possibility for connection (as described in the

previous section). Linda’s gardening practice includes

regular, lethal, pest control. But she wraps this up with

a sense of guilt, as shown by the way she responds that

she is ‘afraid’ she doesn’t do anything ‘good’ with them.

Note how she hesitates in finding the correct word to

describe what she does to them: ‘good’ perhaps

standing in for ‘cruel’ or ‘harsh’. The ‘good’ here is

more about the expectations of proper conduct and not

appearing to be cruel than it is about the life of the

slug. This can also be seen in the way that she uses

irony and humour (laughing at herself) to distance

herself from her actions, and to take up a knowing

stance that pre-empts criticism.

Other gardeners also displayed this combination of

killing slugs but professing guilt. Wendy reflected that

‘everybody’s got to live somewhere; there’s nothing you

can do’, before her husband, Larry, told me that he, by

contrast, does not ‘hesitate to put down slug food’.

Wendy looked pained: ‘Pellets – I’m sure that’s not

right’. Jo confessed that ‘slugs – I have to put pellets

down for those I’m afraid’. And Andrew told me that

‘we haven’t used slug pellets in the garden … we

attempt to work around rather than deal with the bugs’;

he later showed me where he had regrettably been

forced to use slug pellets to protect his lettuce. Jan

described herself as ‘squeamish’, compared with a

friend who is also a keen gardener:

I’ve got a friend who’s a very keen gardener like I am – she

treads on snails and the slugs. She just squashes them. I can’t

do that, I’m too squeamish. I threw them over into the park,

hoping the birds would eat them. Maybe they come straight

back, I don’t know … I think they are probably very good at

making their way back to where they’ve come from. So I’m

not good at killing things really. (Jan)

Jan has no qualms about slugs dying in order that

plants might live in her garden, but she is incapable of

doing it herself – she would rather the birds do it for

her. This sense of reluctance is mirrored in wider

gardening culture. Best-selling author Ruth Brooks

reflected that, after 30 years of killing snails and slugs

in all sorts of ways, ‘whatever I did, it never felt right’

and that ‘more than anything’ she ‘wanted to feel at

ease’ with herself (2013, 5–6). Indeed, according to a

MORI poll, 80 per cent of gardeners use slug pellets
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but only 32 per cent ‘want’ to do so.6 A popular slug

book notes that ‘slugs are public enemy number one in

UK gardens and people spend most of their free time

devising strategies to bring about the demise of these

unwelcome gastropod guests’ (Shepherd and Galant

2002, 6; emphasis added). This indirect language shows

an attempt to distance oneself from killing rather than

facing it head on: we ‘bring about the demise’ rather

than doing the killing ourselves. The authors describe

different approaches to killing tailored to individual

predilections, concluding that ‘most of us have our

favourite method of despatch’ (2002, 6), illustrating

how pest control in the domestic garden has shifted

from a matter of chemical command to one of

personalised experiment.

Gardeners perform a ‘double detachment’. First, they

seek to distance themselves from slugs through a variety

of killing practices; second, they are also seeking to

detach themselves from the business of killing itself by

narrating themselves as squeamish, by laughter at

flushing slugs down the outside toilet and a subtle sense

of reluctance in which they are ‘afraid’ they kill slugs.

These practices are more complex than sticking together

or being pulled apart: they begin to illustrate how the

composition of the garden’s world proceeds through acts

that speak simultaneously of encounter and detachment.

Spaces of encounter/detachment
If connections with slugs are unpleasant, and if their

activities interfere in the alignment of gardener, their

plants and their imagination, then one common aim of

gardeners is not merely to kill slugs, but not to have to

meet them in the first place. Margaret had experi-

mented with all sorts of ways of dealing with slugs:

some lethal, but more designed to limit access to

certain plants or parts of the garden:

I have got a few slug pellets I have to say and I do use a few,

but not a lot. I try and put grit round things, or eggshells, or

copper tape round pots, that sort of thing. And in the past

I’ve done all sorts of things like putting down grapefruit

halves, and then going down every morning and taking up

the dead bodies, well not bodies so much, the ones

underneath that’ve been overnight under there. What else

have I done? (Margaret)

Margaret, a woman of robust opinions about prissy,

over-manicured gardens and certainly not squeamish

about killing molluscs or grey squirrels, uses a range of

technologies, from copper borders to egg shells and

coffee grounds, to mark a protected space for vulner-

able species like dahlias, gerberas, hostas, sweet peas,

tulips and leafy vegetables. This shows how gardeners

move away from deeming the slug killable in general to

killing them for the sake of certain plants. Similarly, Jan

relied more on creating spaces difficult for the slugs to

reach by using ‘cooper rings, those green things …

physical barriers where possible’. Creating barriers to

slug movement is on one level about creating space for

plants; it is also about creating a space where the

monstrous slug will not be met, or places where it will

die unheeded. Yet such tactics are not suitable for all

parts of the garden.

Sue, a self-confessed plant-a-holic, began discussing

slugs in front of her herbaceous border. She told me

first how she used ‘the greenest pellets’ she could find,

but that ‘quite frankly they don’t really control’ pests.

She continued:

I have tried about five times to grow Heleniums, ‘Morheim

Beauty’, a bronze-coloured daisy, which are vigorous, big

herbaceous things that grow into enormous clumps – I can’t

get them past that high [30 cm]. I’ve tried and tried: I’ve

tried with snail and slug things, even this year I planted a

new one in the spring, and it was doing fine, until the

weather warmed up and they came out and despite all my

efforts, it was gone in about a week. It just disappeared. And

I was in there, I was picking up the snails, the slugs, putting

these green pellets round it; I was doing everything I

conceivably could. (Sue)

Sue reports killing slugs quite directly: picking them

up, poisoning them. She can’t use barriers since she is

trying to grow a herbaceous border. What happens next

is that she is forced to re-align her imagination of what

this herbaceous border might be like. She is forced to

disconnect not from slugs and snails, but from certain

plant species she would like to grow. Asked how this

made her feel, Sue replied, ‘Murderous, absolutely

murderous. But I have now taken the decision not to

try and grow Heleniums, it just isn’t worth it. It’s just

pointless’. This is a widely repeated theme – ultimately

the tenacious slug means that certain plants cannot be

grown in certain gardens. As Sigi put it, there are ‘lots

of plants that look nice, but you can also use them for

cooking or healing and so, yes, I would have liked to

have a bigger variety but it’s really the slugs which kind

of dictate’.

If gardening can be understood as ‘a collusion of

incipiencies that makes all determinations, all utopian

projects, ultimately, vain’ (Lulka 2012, 208), then the

slug is one of those incipiencies. Slugs make collabora-

tion in gardening difficult, they have the ability to upset

the gardener’s plans. Although such upsets may be

expected, they open up new arenas of interaction the

gardener must anticipate, and new ‘tactics for contes-

tation or new forms of curiosity’ (Adams et al. 2009,

250). The slug cuts into the garden’s composition,

forcing gardeners to divert their attention elsewhere: to

the future, to imagination, to other plants, or to other

parts of their garden, or to other possible gardens. The

response to the slug is not simply about negation or

exclusion, but is a kind of spacing, of not holding on to

projects too tightly and allowing them to be modified

(Crouch 2003). Crucially, there is no certainty here. As

Hinchliffe and Lavau write, ‘knowing what circulates is
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vital to the process of security, but understanding the

limitations of that knowing, its uncertainties and inde-

terminacies, is just as important’ (2013, 271). Gardeners

are trying to make spaces that are not about encounter,

being together or material presence, but a looser form of

exclusion and distance in which the commons is formed

around hoped-for absence. This can be a literal spacing,

putting down coffee grounds or beer traps in an attempt

to create a slug-free zone in the garden, or a more subtle

re-assessment of what plants may grow and ceding

ground to the gastropod. This biopolitical argument

draws attention to the way the valued life emerges only

as other lives are abandoned, damaged or destroyed. It

also shows how the work of composition proceeds

through responses to the slug that fold together ontol-

ogy (forms of life in the garden), epistemology (prac-

tices, knowledge and experience of gardening) and

ethics (an imagined ‘common good’).

Creaturely regret
This final section turns to how gardeners are changed

through the work of composition. I suggest that the

stickiness of composition leaves a residue that echoes

through time, as narrated by interviewees shifting their

sense of what is possible and good in their gardens after

an intense reaction to slug death. But, even in a

moment of intense connection when some gardeners

make an empathetic leap across species, they are at

once detached (Candea 2010). This section suggests

that far from something to be overcome, this separation

needs to be accounted for by more-than-human ethics.

We return to Sigi. Recall that she was upset by the

‘tree of slugs’ that destroyed her beans. In response, she

laid down slug pellets:

I tried to use pellets, but I don’t want to. I mean I hate those

bloody slugs but they’re really dying a horrible death, like

disgusting. I just said, now okay, they can just live there and I

try to grow plants which hopefully [they] don’t eat. I think

they eat a lot; they even started to eat my geraniums,

bastards. (Sigi)

The disgust has shifted here from the ‘tree of slugs’

mentioned earlier to the ‘horrible death’. Sigi did not ask

whether a gastropod with a limited bunch of ganglia as a

brain can feel pain – she is generous to the slug’s lack.

Merely by witnessing the horrible death she seems to

make an empathetic leap and decides not to use pellets

again, but to change what plants she grows.7 Tom

describes a similar experience. Tom, after living what he

described as a riotous lifestyle in east London, had

moved to suburban south-west London a few years

before we met. He recounted his neighbour’s incredulity

at him tearing up the concrete and making his front yard

into a wildlife garden, and described his first faltering

steps as a gardener. He said that he ‘bought bedding

plants in the first year and they just got eaten by the slugs

because there’s so many’. I asked how he dealt with it.

Well my mum kept saying to me, ‘Oh you’ve bought all these

plants you have to put some slug stuff down’, and I kind of

did. I put down some slug pellets, some slug-killing stuff, and

I just, after I saw what happened, I thought I’m never going

to use that again. And now I really can’t believe that I did it.

I just decided no, that I’ll grow things that they won’t eat. I

collect coffee grinds because I know they don’t like crawling

over that. I’ve dug both ponds and I know the frogs might

eat the slugs, so everything seems to be getting in balance

really … And I felt really bad about it, so I’ll never do it

again. (Tom)

It certainly seems that for Sigi and Tom an intense

encounter with the ‘horrible death’ of the slug spurs a

new ethical concern, through a kind of becoming bug,

entering a ‘zone of exchange between man and animal

in which something of one passes into the other’

(Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 109). They seem to

acknowledge the slug’s vulnerability, which is an

important aspect of being ‘creaturely’ (Greenhough

and Roe 2011). Indeed, the acknowledgement of

shared-but-different corporeal vulnerability can prompt

ethics to move across species lines (Clark 2011;

Greenhough and Roe 2011). However, after they have

been carried into such a zone, the slug’s vulnerability

becomes something they have to set right through

‘purposive benevolent action’ (Harrison 2008, 424).

The problem posed by the vulnerability of the slug is to

be solved by attempting to restore its autonomy – by re-

spacing the garden and abstaining from wielding their

power over life. In effect, then, despite a brief glimmer

in which Tom and Sigi share of sense of vulnerability

with the slug, human sovereignty is reinstated almost

immediately through the generous decision to withhold

punitive action: to re-affirm the biopolitical space

between creature and human. Indeed, the work of

composing the garden produces many of the very

conditions for the slug’s vulnerability in the first place.

However, rather than something to be overcome,

this space of detachment is where ethics lie. The vitalist

emphasis on gathering together and relationality leaves

little ‘room for the radical otherness of the other’, or

anything that might question the desirability of being

attached (Harrison 2008; Lulka 2009).8 For Morton

(2010), every meeting in fact reminds us that the being

we meet is and always shall be strange to us (and the

more we know of them, the stranger they usually

become). He emphasises separation within our relation

to the Other; he insists that everything is not just

related, but also that there is something singular,

irreducible and vast behind each relation. When beings

meet there is a distance between, such that in encoun-

tering the slug we also encounter something beyond

that slug – a multitude or life we cannot sense. The

ethic that emerges from this space ‘between relation’ is,

as Yusoff puts it, part of a ‘virtual ecology’ that exceeds

‘encounters with matter’ (2013, 224). So despite shared
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histories and the close proximity in which slugs and

gardeners live, the slug retains a certain darkness as a

creature apart; something is held in reserve (Smith

2011). The corollary is that something is held in reserve

by the human, too. Morton argues that ‘the dark

experience of separation from the Earth’ is how we

experience ecological awareness – and this is good

enough (2010, 16).9 This leaves us stuck in a paradox, in

that we are only able to recognise our creaturely

connections by virtue of our detachment from being

creaturely in ways like them. But relating well can only

have any value, can only mean something important,

when it is set against the inevitability of detachment.

And so fleeting awareness of the irretrievability of the

lives of others intensifies poignancy, such that despite a

gulf of separating the gardener from other creatures,

some connection, however fleeting, is made to some-

thing – however strange. In this sense it is the space

beyond relation that gives rise to inter-species ethics.

Conclusions

Is focusing on domestic slug/human relations merely an

indulgent distraction from more widespread and acute

human and non-human suffering and inequalities

elsewhere? Undeniably there are more pressing prob-

lems than the conviviality or otherwise of relations

between gardeners and slugs in Britain. Yet, refusing to

dismiss the everyday and the banal is an ethical

response. This paper has affirmed the domestic as a

scene of ‘interesting action’, and suggested that more-

than-human ethics might begin at home (Haraway

2008). Slugs are there: sliming, chomping and oozing

around quietly and that should be enough to give them

consideration. Given that many ecologically important

or charismatic species are hovering on the edge of loss,

what hope could there possibly be for the countless other

creatures who are less visible, less beautiful … the unloved

others, the ones who are disregarded … the actively vilified

and disliked others? (Rose and Dooren 2011, 1)

Attending to an unloved domestic monster like the

slug challenges our sense of ethical inclusivity: if certain

gardeners can learn to care in complex ways for such a

creature, might this not bode well for other creatures,

too? Their example might help us replace the impos-

sible task of ‘saving nature’ with the more worldly focus

on our not always comfortable or positive role in the

flourishing of other creatures.

I conclude with two wider thoughts about relation-

ality and ethics, the first of which is about directions of

travel. The tack of more-than-human geography has

been to examine how heterogeneous materials and

expressive forces (such as the affective channels of

disgust and curiosity discussed in this article) work to

compose collectives – how things become sticky and

cohere into broader webs of relation. While there is

much literature showing how gardens are made in this

way (e.g. Stenner et al. 2012), here I have struck a

darker note. Certainly, the garden is about a dance of

life and composing the conditions for the future

emergence of valued life, but life’s flourishing requires

practices of exclusion and violence that are organised

through hoped-for absence. On the other hand, of

course, life exceeds the control of the gardener, such

that the gardener hovers between yearning for a future

that requires certain acts of exclusion and killing, and

the recognition that their knowledge is insufficient to do

so successfully: where are the slugs? Why do they lurk in

the compost bin? Gardeners learn to let go and let some

things stay hidden. This inability to fully control the

garden shows an ontology thick with the composted

remains of material presence, enlivened by dreams of

detachment from certain creatures and an imagination

of future enchantment to come. Thus life in the garden

is not just sticky together, but also being continually

pulled apart through various practices of detachment.

Second, acknowledging this ontology, not of relation,

but of relation/detachment, highlights the considerable

blind spot of an affirmative ethics based on meeting,

matter and bodies-in-relation. In practice detachment

does not mean a gulf of separation, indifference or a

cold retreat from the other: ‘although forms of engage-

ment and detachment can curtail or truncate one

another, they also extend one another and make one

another possible’ (Candea 2010, 255). One way forward

would be to make room for a new ethics of detachment

that could work sometimes around, sometimes in

parallel, sometimes antecedent to or after, the relation

and practices of relating. An ethics of everyday living

that flows from detachment, as well as affective

engagement, might by one way to develop Latour’s

(2013) recent suggestion that the challenge is less to

account for the building of collectives than it is to name

the ‘enemy’ – those undesirable, uncaring collectives

that deny the flourishing of valued life and that must be

changed. This is the work of de-composition. Perhaps

this tale of slugs, slime and domestic gardening suggests

ways that de-composition can be done with care: killing

mindfully; avowing the violences of our actions;

acknowledging the limits of our capacities to bend

space to our will and imagination; being willing to

recognise and be open to the vulnerability of non-

human others and, perhaps, to be transformed by that

recognition. This might offer one way to meet the

challenge of respecting and living with unwanted others.

The aim of more-than-human geography to re-think

the ontological and ethical entanglement of life is long

term and ambitious. At present we are between the

‘ruins of naturalism on the one hand, and the slow and

painful emergence of its successor on the other’

(Latour 2010, 477). I have argued here that if we
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continue this challenge, attending to the distance

between species, rather than our being related, is

crucial. This leads to a looser mapping of relationality

and ethics, pointing to a speculative ethic that can

encompass the unwanted and unloved and remain open

to alterity: to learn to acknowledge that space between

relation, when ‘we’ encounter the other, but sense that

we are, ultimately, not sticky ‘with’ them, but separate.
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Notes

1 Overviews include Buller (2013), Hinchliffe (2007), Lori-

mer (2012), Panelli (2010) and Whatmore (2006). These

note three axes: bio-philosophies that account for the

generative capacities of human and non-human engage-

ments; a desire epistemologically to ‘animate’ rather than

‘deaden’ through critique; rethinking ethics.

2 Although Latour’s work is perhaps more cosmologically

conceited than the feminist theorists cited here, there are

clear convergences as well as lines of disagreement

between them.

3 There are uncomfortable parallels here with the uncertain

subjects produced when neoliberal biopolitics brings per-

petual emergency and the risk horizons of an unknowable

future to bear on life’s management in present (Anderson

2012). Yet uncertainty is not reducible to neoliberal

formulations: gardening shows it can be pleasurable and

affirmative as well as unwelcome (Ginn 2012b).

4 Far from being external agents that breach domestic

borders, pests’ (potential) presence is a productive part of

the home-making process (Power 2007).

5 Behind such ideas lies Levinas’ concept of the ‘face’ – the

way that the other’s appearance calls the subject into

ethical relation. Smith (2011) argues that the ‘face’ was

never to be taken literally. Rather, it is an idea to capture

not just the presence of another being, but also the glimpse

of the infinite behind that presence, so that the ‘epiphany

of the face’ means not ‘being with’, but about a recognition

of strangeness and that the Other was definitively not

someone I can be with.

6 This reluctant stewardship is similar to the way Lulka

(2012, 212) describes mowing the lawn as ‘the gardening

activity I despise the most’ because he once fatally injured

a lizard that was living in his grassy yard. He now prefers

‘to wait’, writing that: ‘I wait and I wait and I wait, as I

know that when I am mowing the lawn, when I am

enacting an aesthetics, I am killing many things’.

7 We should be agnostic about whether this is anthropo-

morphism, since anthropomorphism, Bennett (2010)

reminds us, works against anthropocentrism: the person

is no longer being above the ‘thing’, while the ‘thing’ is no

longer denied vitality.

8 Harrison (2009, 1004) cites Derrida: ‘Once you grant some

privilege to gathering and not to dissociating, then you

leave no room for the other, for the radical otherness of the

other, for the radical singularity of the other’ (1997, 14).

9 Morton acknowledges the performative critique of ethics:

there is always an ‘I’ being ethical, and thus ethics are

always anthropocentric; he concedes that this is our

predicament and no false solutions should be sought.
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